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By way of introduction to this report on adult and community education in the

Washington, D.C. schools, it was suggested that the improvement of adult education
divisions in urban schools involves examining the interaction between community needs

and the purposes of adult education, recognizing that such educational programs are
interdependent systems. and critically evaluating the existing status of these programs.
Twenty assessment categories (grouped under such headings as intended results or

objectives, transformation of resources to maintain stability and stimulate change, and

agency assessment and feedback) were identified, the categories were analyzed in

terms of standards of excellence, deficiencies in the existing situation, and the causes

of the deficiencies noted, and suggestions were offered for action. An increase was
deemed necessary in financial support and in the number of full time adult education
administrators qualified to help manage educational resources. The fundamental
recommendation of this report, however, was that a substantially larger portion of the

leaders and general citizenry of Washington, D.C. should become involved in

deliberations regarding the role of adult education. (The document includes an analysis

of adult education agencies as social systems) (ly)
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the Department of Adult Education of the Washington, D. C. Public

Schools. This modest study was one of many coordinated task force

studies of aspects of the Washington schools that were conducted by

Teachers College. The latter part of the present report is the major

part of the internal report that was submitted to the study director

in March 1967. The introductory part of the present report was

adapted from a keynote address that was presented at a "Seminar on

Pdblic Adult Education" which was developed by the District of Colum-

bia Teachers College for the D. C. Public Schools Department of

Adult Education and its Interdepartmental Advisory Committee on Adult

CD
CV Education.** A major purpose of the Seminar was to discuss and plan

(NJ
implementation of some of the recommendations of the March 1967 report.

Li
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The purpose of the present report is to make these materials

available to persons who are especially interested in the improvement

of public school adult education in Washington, D. C. and in other

large cities in the U. S. The introductory section on Strategies for

* Passow, A. Harry, Toward Creating A Model Urban School System,

Teachers College, Columbia University, September 1967, 593pp.

** Airlie House, Warrenton,Virginia, November 12-14, 1967.
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Program Improvement suggests ways in which the March 1967 report might

be used to increase the scope of service and the effectiveness of the

Adult Education Division of the Washington, D. C. Public Schools.

Strategies for Program Improvement

The primary purpose of program evaluation is program improvement.

The study of the Washington, D. C. Public Schools Department of Adult

Education, which was summarized in the March 1967 report, was one type

of program evaluation. Its intent was not to propose a panacea or a

revolutionary "crash program." It was, instead, an attempt to stimulate

evolutionary development by setting high standards of excellence as

long term goals, while also retaining the best of existing programs

and organization and setting short term goals to close the gap between

"what is" and "what ought to be."

There are three general assertions that warrant consideration

in the process of developing an effective strategy for program improve-

ment.

1. PUrposes - Adult education varies in its probable con-

tribution to the achievement of differing human goals,

so primary emphasis should be placed on the selection

of program objectives for which the probable impact

will be greatest.

2. Needs - The community area that is served by each adult

education division can be thought of as producing a set

of demands and constraints regarding the adult education



program, which should influence program development.
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3. Interaction - The interrelationship between the priority

purposes of adult education and the priority needs of

the community should be used to help develop an effective

strategy for program improvement.

On the basis of the insights that result from an exploration of

these three assertions, the next step is to develop a strategy for

program improvement toward which the March 1967 report was directed.

Such a strategy should include an analysis of the Division in its

institutional and community setting, a degree of consensus regarding

standards of excellence in the procedures and results of an adult

education divisions an identification of the existence of, and reasons

for, the major gaps between "what is" and "what ought to be;" and a

plan for implementing the most important changes. The purpose of the

remainder of this introductory part of the present report is to explore

the foregoing three general assertions and to propose an approach to

the development of a specific strategy for program improvement.

purposes - The first of the general assertions was that adult

education divisions should emphasize objectives for which education

can most effectively assist adults to achieve their goals. The term

adult education refers to part-time study by adults at any educational

level. The program may be sponsored by the schools or colleges, or

by units of one of a wide variety of non-educational organizations

such as employers or associations. The adult learners may study by

themselves as in correspondence study or television courses, or may

_
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meet with a temporary group such as an evening class. They may par-

ticipate in an educational program with other members of an organiza-

tion of which they are a member such as co-workers or members of the

same association. The educational program may occur in a community

setting in which members of several different organizations meet to-

gether to study common and conflicting interests for the purpose of

community development. Each of these four settings (individual, tem-

porary group, organizational, and community) has strengths and weak-

nesses for various educational purposes which should be taken into

account when deciding upon setting and program design.

As Houle has stated in his chapter in the Havighurst study of

the Chicago schools, (1) a quote from which is included in the intro-

duction of the March 1967 report on the Washington, D. C. schools,

adult education programs provide a powerful way to increase the quality

of life in a community. The benefits can accrue to all of the inter-

dependent economic, political, social, and cultural aspects of the

community. This goal would be expected to have the highest priority

in our nation's capital. The interdependent aspects of community life

have their counterpart in the interdependent life roles of each in-

dividual. It is in the context of life roles such as worker, user of

leisure time, citizen, and organization member that an adult confronts

the problems and opportunities that require increased competence. One

of the unique and important objectives of adult education programs

is assistance to adults in their efforts to increase knowledge, skills,

and attitudes in order to more effectively perform the developmental

tasks of adulthood.
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Needs - The second general assertion was that each community has

some major problems, resources, and opportunities that should be taken

into account in planning adult education programs. Washington, D. C.

presents a unique challenge in this regard. The present Public School

Adult Education Division has functioned within a long history of fiscal

and policy constraints that largely explain its somewhat limited and

marginal role in the total school system and in the community. By

contrast, the Division aspires to serve a target population that has

been reached least well by adult education in the past, and to assist

them to rapidly achieve educational objectives that include an inter-

related concern for change in knowledge, skills, and attitudes. This

leads to the assertion that, compared with typical suburban public

school adult education programs, it will be difficult for the division

to accomplish equivalent results with an equal investment. Why is this

the case? There are several reasons. One is that education begets.

more education. In his national study of adult education participation

8)
entitled Volunteers for Learning, Johnstone has demonstrated that

the percentage of persons at each higher level of formal preparatory

education increases dramatically. Six percent of those with less than

eight years of education participated in adult education during the

previous year, compared with 15 percent of those with some high school,

24 percent of high school graduates, 39 percent of college graduates,

and 47 percent of those with graduate work. In the national sample,

when groups with the same levels of formal education were compared,

there was no difference between Negro and white adults in the rate of

adult education participation. However, the distribution of educational

01104mr...........
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level for the adult population in Washington, D. C. is lower than

for the suburbs, which indicates that the same investment will pro-

duce a lower rate of participation.

A second reason is that the objectives of most educational pro-

grams include attention to change in what the learners know, feel, and

can do. Pedagogically, it is easier to plan and teach a course for

which the main focus is knowledge, especially if the learners are pre-

pared to study the subject on a relatively abstract level. In

Washington, D. C., however, the priority objectives focus up on atti-

tudes, skills, and knowledge acquired through concrete experience. To

effectively achieve these objectives will require a greater investment

in program development and in-service education of teachers.

A third reason for the educational challenge in Washington, D. C.,

is the relationship between learning and motivation. Learning effective-

ness can occur once the learner invests attention and effort in the

learning tasks. This requires a moderately high level of motivation

in the form of interest and commitment. A major source of motivation

is the adult's perception of the connection between the learning activity

and his adult life. If the adult educator is to encourage adults in

a target population to participation, then the educator should attempt

to demonstrate the relevance of the program to the potential partici-

pants. The effectiveness of this effort is based on the learner's

understanding of both the ways in which the issues with which the pro-

gram deals impinge upon their life, and the ways in which they can in

any way influence the course of events. Not only must health infor-
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mation or job skills be perceived as applicable to the adult, but

also he must believe that through education he could improve his

health or his employment. Assurance of placement in a job at the

successful completion of a retraining course has been a major factor

in both the initial decision to participate and persistence in some

manpower courses. Some of the change events like marriage and a job

change tend to increase the readiness of adults to increase their

competence. The first pregnancy is a spur to learning about care of

infants, and the purchase of a new car to learning about the charac-

teristics of several models. Regarding Washington, D. C., there is

a major emphasis on reaching and serving the less ready adults which

requires a greater emphasis on program interpretation and the encourage-

ment of adults to participate.

A fourth reason is related to financial arrangements. In subur-

ban schools, the provision for the participants to pay most of the

costs restricts the clientele, but the Division is able to respond

more flexably to requests. When twenty adults request a course they

provide not only the interest and learners but also the money to hire

a teacher. The lack of major fees in Washington, D. C., is appropriate

to the majority of programs, but one result is that the people who

mus, be convinced of the need for increasing the budget (members of

the school board, commissioners, etc.) are not those who receive the

direct benefit of the program (the learners).

These four factors (prior education, emphasis on attitudes and

skills, motivation, and finance) will all influence efforts to increase
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the excellence of programs that are developed and administered by the

Adult Education Division of the Washington, D. C. Pane Schools.

Interaction - The third general assertion was that the inter-

action between the contribution of adult education and the charac-

teristics of a specific community provide the basis for developing a

strategy for program improvement. If an Adult Education Division is

to bring together the knowledge resources in and associated with the

school system, and the adults in the community who need to increase

their competence, there must be some attention to the establishment

of effective linkage between the Division and both individuals and the

organizations with which they are associated. To effectively deal

with this in Washington, it would seem to call for the use of all

four settings, especially the organizational and community settings.

At present, the temporary group is the predominant setting that is

utilized. It should also be recognized that as the target population

changes, the provision of equal educational opportunities may require

unequal (certainly different) educational programs, and this difference

may be reflected in costs and necessary staff competence. For example,

to offer formal evening classes that have attracted white collar par-

ticipants, may present an insurmountable participation barrier for

many blue collar workers. To develop and administer informal programs

that are congenial to the life style of the blue collet worker is a

more expensive and demanding assignment.

In the effort to relate an adult education program to its .zom-

munity setting, it is helpful to benefit from the advantages and to
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minimize the disadvantages of that specific community. Two major

advantages of Washington, D. C. are the wealth of talent, including

especially the Negro community, that can contribute to adult edu-

cation programs. Also, Washington, D. C. is visable as the nation's

capital and there appears to be an increasing national commitment

to assist it in becoming a model urban area. One disadvantage is

the dependence of the residents on others in matters of both policy

and finance, but there is some recent movement towards greater home

rule. A second disadvantage is the political barriers that separate

the District from the suburbs in surrounding states. This barrier to

metropolitan planning is made more severe by the loss of middle class

adults of both races from the District to the suburbs. A third dis-

advantage is a long history of financial restrictions on the Adult

Education Division, in spite of which there has been surprising

vitality. The concluding implication for action is the identification

of the crucial role of the program administrator in the establishment

of more effective relationships between institution and community

through a more dynamic Adult Education Division.

The Development of a Detailed Strategy,

The Harch 1967 report contains information related to several

aspects of a strategy for program improvement but it is not itself

a strategy. A detailed strategy must be developed and implimented by

those who are most directly connected with adult education in the

Washington, D. C. schools. The remainder of this section is devoted

to the identification of important ideas for the development of a
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detailed strategy for program improvement.

It should be recognized that program improvement is a

process and that the elements of the process are inter-

related and change over time. An effective and continuing

division of adult education is primarily a system of

interrelationships between people. The teacher does what

he does in part in relation to the expectations regarding

his role by students, other teachers, and administrators.

Changes in one part of the Division are related to changes

in other parts. If the characteristics of the learners

change, formerly effectively teaching activities may be

ineffective. The achievement of change that is implied

by program improvement, requires that attention be given

to stability and continuity in other aspects of the

Division. Three major parts of the division are:

A. Outcomes in the form of increased learner competence,

resultant benefits to the community, increasing the

effectiveness with which other organizations can

assist learners, and benefits to the preparatory edu-

cation division of the school system.

B. Inputs or resources such as learners, teachers, ad-

ministrators, support staff, goals, facilities, and

money.

C. Transformation of inputs into outcomes by

1) teaching - learning transaction

2) evolution of goals and policy
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3) teacher selection and supervision

4) learner selection

5) attention to adaptation and change

2. The functioning of three social systems should be analyzed.

A. The Adult Education Division

B. Other related adult education agencies

C. The preparatory education division of the schools.

The results of this analysis should be compared with the

life style of the adults in the various target populations

that the Division wants to serve.

3. A consensus regarding priority outcomes of the Division

should be sought. There are several important groups that

should be engaged in this process, including learners,

teachers, and administrators in the Division, preparatory

education division personnel, school board members, and

representatives of community organizations. This con-

sensus can facilitate the evolution of program objectives

and decisions regarding which segments of the community

should become target populations for program efforts, and

decisions regarding the most effective procedures to

establish linkage with them. The consensus on priority

objectives for the Division will be shaped by the demands

and constraints of the school system generally and will

shape the objectives of specific programs in the Division.

A continuing program of research and evaluation can

facilitate the process of seeking consensus by providing
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relevant evidence to assist in decision making and policy

formulation.

4. Specify the related characteristics of an effective adult

education division. Consensus on priority outcomes pro-

vides one reference point for program improvement. In

addition it is important to specify the ways in which an

effectivy Division should function in order to achieve

the priority outcomes. For example, what are the needed

inputs of learners, teachers, and money? Also, what must

be done with these inputs to transform them into the

priority outcomes? This would require a description of

such processes as program planning and the teaching -

learning transaction. These characteristics of desirable

inputs and transformations, along with priority outcomes,

become the standards of excellence against which to compare

the eXisting program, for the purpose of identifying needed

improvements.

5. Compare "what is" and "what ought to be" and identify the

gaps. The description that results from the analysis in

point 2 above defines "what is." The results of points 3

and 4 defines "what ought to be." The comparison between

the two indicates the extent to which the present situation

measures up to the desirable situation.

6. Recognize the major reasons for the gaps. The reason for

identifying gaps is to be better able to close them. For

example, two of the persistent reasons to which the March
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1967 report referred were lack of money, and lack of

enough competent program administrators.

7. Emphasize strategic factors in the stimulation of change.

Usually, more gaps are identified than can be closed.

Also, emphasis on some factors will produce greater

improvement than comparable emphasis on other factors.

The factors that are selected and combined into a plan

become the strategy for program improvement.

This concludes the introductory part of the present report. It

has been suggested that those who intend to improve an adult education

division should begin the planning of their strategy by examining

the interaction between the purposes of adult education and the needs

of the specific community. Next, it is important to recognize that

the program to be improved is an interdependent system. The develop-

ment of a detailed strategy includes a comparison between "what is"

and "what ought to be" for the purpose of identifying gaps. An under-

standing of the reasons for the gaps assist in the selection of

recommended courses of action in the improvement of urban school adult

education. The remainder of the present report is the major part of

the March 1967 report on adult and community education in the Washington,

D. C. schools.



Final Report - March 1967

TASK FORCE ON ADULT AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION
Prepared by: Alan B. Knox, Professor, Adult Education

Teachers College, Columbia University

I. Introduction

14

A. In the opening paragraphs of chapter 14 on Adult Education,

of the 1964 report of the study of the Chicago Public Schools

(1)
directed by Havighurst, Professor Houle succinctly stated

the fundamental rationale for community investment in adult

education.

The major reason why the Board of Education should
sponsor a strong program of adult education is that it

can in no other way so powerfully, positively, and
immediately influence the quality of life in Chicago.
The adult who increases his occupational skills adds
at once to his and his city's economic capital. The
adult who learns more about painting, music, drama,
or the other arts becomes part of the participating
audience needed to create a great cultural center.
The adult who studies social and civic affairs becomes
a more responsible citizen, helping to shape and carry
out the policies not only of government but also of
all those smaller public and private associations
whose operation builds the texture of community life.
The adult who raises the level of his general educa-
tion opens doors for himself onto larger vistas of
opportunity, and thereby refines and increases the
human resources of Chicago.

In these and other ways, adult education is vital
to modern society. The adult can learn most things
better than can the child, and his knowledge is put
more directly to Use. If the Board of Education hopes
to elevate the quality of life in Chicago, it cannot
depend solely on the delayed effect of the education
of children, particularly because the children will be
constantly conditioned as they come to maturity by a
social order controlled by their elders.

The purpose of the present report on public school adult educa-

tion in Washington, D. C. is similar to that for the chapter by

Professor Houle, and for supplement C which was a summary of the

report by the Advisory Committee on Adult Education.

.ANY 101110.0110
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B. This report is organized within four sections, which were pre-

pared in reverse order to the way in which they are presented.

Section IV is an appendix, consisting of an analysis of the

Adult Education Agency as a Social System. The first draft

was prepared during the early Fall of 1966, on the basis of a

review of research and writings on the adult education agency

and other relevant social systems, including previous studies

of public school adult education divisions. The purpose of

this section was to identify the characteristics and relation-

ships that are most important to study in order to understand

the structure and functioning of an adult education agency.

Section III is organized within twenty assessment categories.

Each category is an important aspect of the adult education

agency, based on the analysis presented in the appendix. For

each category, there are the following five sections.

1) Standards of excellence - The list of descriptive state-

ments in this section were extracted from the literature

most relevant to public school adult education, and were

presented as a description of an excellent public school

adult education division in a city such as Washington,

D. C.

2) Description of present situation - The list of descriptive

statements in this section were based on a study of the

current adult education division of the Washington, D. C.

public schools, consisting of reading reports, inter-

viewing staff, and observation.
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3) Gaps - The statements in this section identify gaps

between the description of what is, contained in section

two; and the description of what should be, contained in

section one.

4) Why - The statements in this section provide a brief

explanation of the circumstances in the Division, school

system, or community that appear to have kept the Division

from achieving excellence with regards to the selected

aspect.

5) Recommendations The statements in this section suggest

the most important ways in which the Division might seek

to become a more excellent adult education agency.

These five sections for each of the twenty categories total one

hundred sections. Section II is a summary of the highest pri-

ority recommendations, presented in the form of a sequence of

major next steps. Section I, in addition to the initial quote

from Professor Houle and this part which briefly describes the

four sections of the report, describes the way in which the

adult education division of the Washington, D. C. public

schools was defined for purposes of this study, and presents

a summary of the original plan for the study conducted by this

task force, along with a list of major references.

C. For purposes of the study of this task force, adult and community

education was defined to include predominantly part-time educa-

tional programs for adults who were no longer enrolled in full-

time programs of preparatory education. Almost all programs of
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this type in the school system were coordinated by several

administrators associated with the Assistant Superintendent

for Vocational and Adult Education. Some of these programs

were closely and appropriately related to the preparatory edu-

cation programs of vocational education that were being super-

vised by the same person. However, for purposes of clarity,

the aggregate of adult education programs and the portions

of staff time associated with them, are referred to throughout

this report as the "Adult Education Division" or in some cases

more briefly as "the Division."

D. The general plan of task force activities that was proposed and

followed, is outlined below.

1. Assumptions,

a. Depth - The depth of the study to be undertaken by the

task force on Adult Education is intermediate between

a series of interviews with Washington school Adult

Education staff that might be undertaken in a week

or so, and an extensivy and detailed study. However,

it is important that in the final total project report

the scale on which this task force was undertaken be

clearly identified.

b. Acceptance. - The procedures that are used by the task

force should encourage acceptance of the most valid

and adoptable recommendations by persons in a position

to make and carry out the necessary decisions.
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2. Objectives

a. To briefly describe the current adult education pro-

grams sponsored by the Washington, D. C. public schools.

b. To briefly describe the current administrative struc-

ture of the unit within the D. C. schools that spon-

sors adult education programs.

c. To compare the current adult education programs and

administrative structure, with a theoretical model

that describes the most important
characteristics of a

highly effective adult education division of a public

school system in a city like Washington, D. C.

d. To propose the next steps that might most constructively

be taken to close the major gaps between existing prac-

tice and more effective performance.

3. Preliminary Activities - During the early months of the

study, two types of information were sought -- reports from

previous studies of large city public school adult education

programs, and background information on the Washington, D. C.

community and schools that was relevant to adult education.

School studies that included sections on adult education were

(2) (3)

located for Chicago and metropolitan Miami . Addi-

tional materials related to the evaluation of public school

adult education programs were located which had been pre-

pared by the California Association of Adult Education Ad-

(4)

ministrators , or the National Association for Public

(5)

School Adult Education , or the Adult Education Association
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of the U.S.A. The findings of evaluation studies of

various adult education programs in communities of

differing sizes were also reviewed. The community

information included in 1960 U.S. Census reports,

basic information about the school system, and the

reports regarding adult basic education in the Dis-

trict of Columbia that were prepared under the direction

(6) (7)

of Gregory and McCollum

4. Theoretical Model - A major aspect of the work of the task

force was the preparation of a detailed theoretical model

which described major characteristics of a large city public

school adult education program. The preliminary draft of

the model was prepared on the basis of reports on previous

similar surveys, and the relevant theoretical, descriptive

and research literature. Preliminary contact with the

Washington, D. C. public school adult education began with

the reading of assembled reports and with conversations

with the persons who were most closely associated with the

current program. With the overview of the present program

that resulted, the model was extended so as to be most

appropriate for use as a basis for studying this specific

program. This stage consisted of a listing of characteristics

of excellence.

5. Data Collection Activities

a. Meeting with D. C. public school personnel connected

with the adult education program so that they could
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1) become oriented to the general survey plan

2) make suggestions regarding a modification of the

survey plan

3) contribute needed data

4) react to a draft of the task force report

b. Interviewing selected persons connected with the adult

education program. Extensive interviews were conducted

by the task force chairman with staff of the adult edu-

cation division. A luncheon meeting was also held

with directors of other adult education programs.

Plans by the total study staff to interview a sample

of adults in Washington, D. C., including a set of

questions on adult education interests and participa-

tion, have not materialized.

c. Reactions were obtained from outside experts who are

professors of adult education, members of the National

Association for Public School Adult Education and the

Adult Education Association.

d. The chairman conducted several personal visits to and

observations of the D. C. program.

e. The data were analyzed primarily by making a comparison

between the collected data and the model. The.compari-

son is presented in section III of this report.

E. Major References

(1) Havighurst, Robert The Public Schools of Chicago, Chicago,

Board of Education of the City of Chicago, 1964.
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(2) Ibid.

(3) Williams, Walter R. and Associates, Long Range Needs of

Dade County in Vocation, Adult, and Related Education,

Tallahassie, Florida Department of Education, 1963.

(4) Los Angeles City-County Adult Administrators Associations,

Study Guide for Evaluation of Adult Schools, distributed

by California Association of Adult Education Administra-

.tors, 1962.

(5) N.A.P.S.A.E., Public School Adult Education Almanac,

Washington, D. C., National Association for Public School

Adult Education, 1966.

(6) Gregory, Francis A. (Chairman) Report of the Citizen's

Committee on Literacy to the Board of Commissioners of the

District of Columbia, Washington, D. C.: February 1965.

(7) McCollum, John W., A Proposal for a Coordinating and Ser-

vice Center for Adult Basic Education and Related Activi-

ties in the Washin ton Metro olitan Area, Washington: Social,

Educational Research and Development, Inc., December 1966.

(8) Johnstone, John and Rivera, Ramon, Volunteers for Learning,

Illinois: Aldine Publishing Co., 1965.

II. SUMMARY OF PRIORITY RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Introduction - There appears to be widespread consensus by

legislators, school administrators, other public leaders, and

many disenfranchised adults in the District of Co_abia, that

an increase in the knowledge and competence of the adults in

Washington, D. C. is a major factor in solving community
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problems and achieving community goals. There is, however, far

less consensus regarding the extent and direction of the role

that the public school adult education division should perform

in this regard. The Andamental recommendation of this report

is that a substantially larger portion of the leaders and

general citizenry ofWashington, D. C. should become involved

in deliberations regarding the role of adult education.

The community need is apparent and well documented in

figures on illiteracy, unemployment, and problems of health,

family life, and community life that could be resolved at least

in part through further education. There are hundreds of in-

stitutions and organizations that sponsor programs of adult

and continuing education, many of which serve adults who reside

in the metropolitan area outside the District of Columbia line.

Exact figures on the extent of participation in adult education

by D. C. residents are not available. However, projections

from national averages indicate that about seventy thousand D.C.

adults probably participated in some type of organized adult

education program during the past year. In addition to the

schools, these programs were sponsored by colleges, libraries,

employers, churches, unions, and community agencies such as

the YWCA. The crucial question for the present report is, what

should be the extent and type of program developed by the

public school adult education division?

One of the unique characteristics of the present program

is that, aside from being part of one of the largest educational
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institutions in the community, its programs are tax supported

and fees are not charged to the adult learnera. In seeking

to maximize its community impact, the Division should emphasize

those programs for which the lack of a fee is an important

condition in reaching a target population. Examples of such

programs include those for adults in very low income families,

those for teachers in other adult education programs, and

those for all adults in the community regarding their roles

as citizen and family member, in which the total community has

such a major stake.

The current investment in public school adult education

is clearly inadequate. It is difficult to ascertain how in-

adequate because of the lack of recognized standards of com-

parison and because there has been no agreement regarding the

appropriate quality of life for residents in the nation's capital.

The conclusion of the Havighurst report on the Chicago schools

was that they were reaching less than three percent of the

adults, compared with other major cities which ranged from four

percent in New York City to twelve percent in Los Angeles. The

schools in D. C. are reaching about three percent of the adults.

The overwhelming remedial emphasis in D. C. on providing ele-

mentary and high school courses for adults who failed to complete

them as adolescents is a dominant characteristic of the D. C.

adult education program. About two-thirds of the D. C. program

is in this area compared with about ten percent for public

school adult education programs nationally. Nationally, about
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forty percent of programs are vocational compared with about

twenty percent in D. C., and about twenty percent are on home

and family life compared with less than five percent in D. C.

Almost all of the courses that are directly related to

citizen role in D. C. are part of the Americanization program.

The financial support by the school system of adult education

appears to be substantially less than that for other large

cities, substantially lower than one percent for D. C. compared

with one percent each for Chicago and New York City, and more

than two percent for Los Angeles.

In a report of this type, there is a temptation to propose

innovations that are dramatic and novel. The present circum-

stances in D. C., however, warrant primary attention to funda-

mental but prosaic factors such as resources and priorities.

It is the purpose of the remainder of this section of the final

report, to select from the recommendations presented in Section

III of the report, those that seem to have highest priority

and urgency, and to suggest a sequence in which they might be

grouped in a plan for implementation. It is recognized that

the following plan is suggestive, and that'a detailed plan

will require extensive participation by those who will carry .

it out.

B. Major next steps - Once it is accepted that an essential ingredient

in the current and projected efforts to improve the quality of

life in the District of Columbia is a substantially expanded

public school adult education program, there are two major resources
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that must be increased if the expansion is to have the desired

results. One ie money, and the second is an expanded number

of full time competent adult education adMinistrators who can

provide Zeadership to assure that aZZ of the required resources

.are acquired and competently transfored to produce the intended

outcomes. Each of these two types of resources should be in-

creased at each phase in the process of implementing the

recommendations of this report. It is suggested that the im-

plementation occur in the following three phases, each consisting

of one or two years. The numbers and letters in parenthesis

following many of the phrases and sentences refer to the numbers

proceeding the recommendations listed in Section III of this

report.

1. Phase One - The priority recommendations that are summarized

in phase one, were selected because together they can con-

tribute to subsequent planning for sound agency development

and to marshaling of needed support from school system and

community. One of the major ways in which the present

task force report should be used is in helping to gain

approval for an increase in the District budget for the

Adult Education Division. Perhaps time at several Divisional

staff meetings should be devoted to discussing how to proceed

most effectively. It should be proposed that a major por-

tion of the increase be designated as venture capital which

is not directly tied to an increase in the number of classes.

(75B) During phase one, a major portion of the venture
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capital should be devoted to two projects, which might be

undertaken by the same persons, some of whom might be new

staff in the Division and some of whom might be consultants

on a part-time basis. One project should be the initiation

of a long term in-service Divisional staff development

activity oriented towards adaptation and change (75A)

the second should be the establishment of a research and

evaluation unit associated with the Division (1003). Both

of these projects will be greatly facilitated if present

plans materialize for a multi-agency center for Adult

Basic Education (75C). The Research and Evaluation unit

should concentrate at first on a clientele analysis (5B)

and on agency assessment (95A, 100A) with special emphasis

on program evaluation (50C). The procedures for agency

assessment should facilitate the communication of findings

to those who can contribute to improvement (95B). A

major emphasis of the staff development activity should

be a review of agency goals (30). The process should in-

clude contact with personnel in the school system, with

adult educators associated with other agencies (20B),

and with community leaders through a series of high level

adult education seminars on topics central to the improve-

ment of the D. C. public schools, including adult education

programs (25B).

2. Phase Two - The results of phase one should prepare the way

for phase two by providing data for detailed planning,
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increasing staff competence, increasing enrollment pressure

and increasing the understanding of and commitment to

agency goals by decision makers in the school system and

community (45). The most major aspect of phase two would

be the establishment of a separate adult education division

(90A), which would include not only the addition of some

full time administrative positions, but also an increase

in the salary and other incentives that are necessary to

recruit highly competent administrators (65B). Two major

advisory committees should be established during the second

phase, one oriented towards the school system (90B) and

one oriented towards the community (90C).

3. Phase Three - The concentration during phase three should

be on consolidation and on long term development. A major

investment should be made regarding in-service staff develop-

ment, with major emphasis on program development, super-

vision, and teacher training (65C, 10C, 50B, 70, 40B). The

Division should now be prepared to extend its programming

beyond the current predominant use of the temporary group

class, and the organization settings, to include the community

setting at the local neighborhood level (35B) and the in-

dividual setting of the self directed learner. The gradual

increase during the first two phases, of adult counseling

staff would provide the basis for establishing an adult

counseling center that can service all aspects of the

Division (55).
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III. Report of Findings

A. Introduction - Based on the analysis presented in Section

IV, twenty assessment categories were identified as important

aspects of an adult education agency. For each of these

categories, five types of information were prepared --

standards of excellence, description of present situation,

gaps, why, and recommendations. The way in which these

sections are organized is presented in the following Table

of Assessment Categoreis. The resulting one hundred sections

constitute the framework within which the total detailed

findings of the task force study are presented.
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TABLE OF ASSESSMENT CATEGORIES
Adult Education Division

Washington, D.C. Public Schools

CATEGORIES

Descrip-
Standards tion of Recom-

of present Gaps Why menda-
Excellence Situa- tions

I. Intended Results or Objectives
A. Impact on learners and hence

community
B. Direct service to community

organizations
C. Benefit to school's prepara-

tory education
D. Impact on other adult educa-

tion agencies in community

II. Attention to required resources
from schools, other agencies,
and community

III.Transformation of resources to
maintain stability and stimulate
change
A. Goals and policy
B. Program development
C. Teacher selection and

supervision
D. Learner selection
E. Teaching-Learning

transaction
F. Learner support and advise-

ment
G. Support staff selection
H. Administrator selection
I. Maintenance of personnel
J. Adaptation and change
K. Facilities and equipment
L. Materials
M. Coordination and communi-

cation
N. Financing

IV. Agency assessment and feedback

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35

36 37 38 39 40
41 42 43 44 45

46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 84 55
56 57 58 59 60
61 62 63 64 65
66 67 68 69 70
71 72 73 74 75
76 77 78 79 80
81 82 83 84 85

86 87 88 89 90
91 92 93 94 95

96 97 98 99 100
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B. Assessment Sections

1. Regarding impact on learner and community, an excellent

adult education agency:

A. Has identified and is striving to achieve several

types of impact on the lives of adults in the com-

munity service area, in terms of

1) Increased readiness to participate in purposeful,

systematic, and sustained educational programs,

as reflected in patterns of social participation.

2) Changes in knowledge, skills, and attitudes by

the individual learner, as reflected in learning

gains during the educational program.

3) The application of learning gains in the form of

increased competence, as reflected in the adoption

of improved practices.

4) The benefits to society of increased competence,

as reflected in increased productivity, decreased

unemployment, improved family life, and heightened

public responsibility.

B. Has achieved a degree of balance in program objectives,

in terms of

1) segments of the adult population being served, as

reflected in a comparison between a clientele

analysis and census-type data.

2) programs related to various stages of a4ult life

cycle and major roles, as reflected in emphasis on
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the adult's roles as citizen, worker, family mem-

ber, consumer, organization member, and user of

leisure, as well as a healthy and

totally functioning human being. The community

has a special stake in programs related to citizen

role.

3) program offerings aimed at adults at each of the

various stages in the ability to perform as self-

directed learners, as reflected in vestible pro-

grams for the unready who have great educational

deficiencies, in formal educational programs for

the ready who require organized learning resources,

and in available learning resources for the self-

directed learner.

4) both components of the program that draw upon

subject matter resources existing in the preparatory

education program, and components that are developed

by the agency to meet unique educational needs of

adults.

5) the goal that aggregate offerings of all agencies

in the community will provide adult education oppor-

tunities for all adults, on any topic, at any time.

C. Has prepared and publicized a set of priorities that in-

dicates emphases of the agency during the current time

period, in terms of

1) a public statement of priorities
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2) policy regarding current priorities ratified by

the board of education

3) internal guidelines of the agency regarding response

to external requests and areas of initiative by the

agency regarding special emphasis.

D. Has established procedures for certifying competence of

adults (which may not have been developed through par-

ticipation in programs of the agency), when no other

agency is better prepared to do so, as reflected in

such activities as the equivalency diploma examination

procedures.

2. Regarding impact on learner and community, the adult education

division:

A. Has concentrated primarily on helping educationally ready

adults to learn what they want to learn and to leave the

problem of application to them. (This has also been

characteristic of most other public school adult educa-

tion programs.) With the exception of the Adult Basic

Education program, there have been few vestibule courses

for adults who are not ready for more formalized

courses, with the purpose of bringing them along to that

point. There have also been few courses which have em-

phasized in a major way, application of what is learned,

by the use of methods such as field trips, role playing,

result demonstrations, and follow up on the job. One

exception is the emphasis in some vocational courses
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on not only getting but also keeping a job. There has

been no organized effort to demonstrate the return to

society on the investment of tax dollars; in the form

of increased productivity, decreased unemployment, im-

proved family life, or heightened public responsibility

resulting in part from the adult education program.

Some programs, such as the one in Flint, Michigan, have

assembled evidence to support assertions regarding bene-

fits to society as well as to the individual learner,

of an adult education program. However, in the District

of Columbia, both the Gregory and the McCollum reports

have contained projections regarding the probable

community impact of greatly expanded programs of adult

basic education. There has also been little systematic

evaluation of program effectiveness in the form of

studies of achievement or dropout.

B. Has conducted no clientele analysis or other summary of

adult student characteristics to compare with census

data regarding representativeness. Based on the general

impressions of Division staff, the present program seems

to be reaching higher proportions of young adults and

of adults at lower levels of income and occupational

prestige, but otherwise it is assumed that those adults

who participate are somewhat representative of the

adult population in the District. Based on a tabulation

of enrollments in various types of course offerings, an
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overwhelming portion of the total program deals with

occupational education or general education up to

the equivalent of a high school diploma. Relatively

small proportions of the course offerings relate to

life roles such as citizen, consumer, family member,

organization member, and user of leisure. Admittedly,

these types of adult education programs require more

extensive and competent program development efforts

by administrative staff, but the community has a

special stake in seeing to it that programs in the

nonoccupational areas are available. With the excep-

tion of the academic courses that prepare the adult

to acquire the high school diploma, most of the

courses in the Division are adapted or developed for

adults.

C. Has prepared no statement of current goals or priorities.

Of course, the goals of the Division are implicit in

the program offerings of recent years, with heavy em-

phasis on continuing long established programs within

an unchanging budget allocation from the school system,

and on the operation of some new programs under direct

federal grants. The Gregory report did assess current

efforts of various agencies including the Division,

regarding adult basic education in the District, and

did recommend related priorities.

D. Has worked with and through the Board of Examiners for

certifying competence, such as for the Equivalency
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Diploma test. /n similar ways the public welfare de-

partment is doing so on a pilot basis for one program

and at the point of acceptance of adult students the

labor department does so for MDTA programs.

3. Major gaps

A. No clientele analysis, to provide a basis for ascertain-

ing which segments of the adult population are being

served by current programs.

B. No statement of goals and priorities, to enable con-

centration of resources and effort in the most important

areas.

C. Too little emphasis on programs for adults who need

informal programs to prepare them for more formal

course offerings, or flexible learning resources to

assist them as self-directed learners, or general

education courses beyond the High School diploma.

D. Too little evidence regarding the benefits to the

community, of increased competence resulting from

Divisional programs.

4. Why

A. The major reason for these gaps is the lack of a sufficient

number of competent adult education administrators to

clarify goals, describe clientele, ascertain benefits,

and develop program offerings for the educationally un-

ready or the self-directed learner. These activities

are far more difficult than arranging for courses, and
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require the time of persons with specialized pro-

fessional preparation. Continuing budgetary restric-

tions on regular District programs have prevented

the necessary program development activities. The

outside financing of Federal grant programs has pro-

vided the opportunity for more adequate program

development for these programs.

B. A related reason is that the community pressure for

diploma and vocational courses is more than enough to

consume all of the available administrative time and

energy, with the result that too little attention is

given to achievinR goals of the Division for which

requests are not forthcoming without administrative

leadership.

5. Recommendations regarding impact on learner and community.

A. Increase the Divisional budget from District funds to

increase the number of competent adult education ad-

ministrators.

B. Conduct a clientele analysis and compare the results

with census type data, as a basis for preparing a state-

ment of goals and priorities for the coming decade.

6. Regarding direct service to community organizations, an

excellent adult education agency:

A. Has established sufficiently extensive working relation-

ships with various types of organizations throughout the

community, so that
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1) the members of those organizations have a rela-

tively detailed and accurate understanding of the

goals and procedures of the agency

2) The organizations and their members periodically

request that the agency provide educational pro-

grams

B. Has recognized that some educational objectives of the

agency are more effectively achieved by working with

and through various community organizations, in terms of

1) co-sponsorship of programs

2) educating the personnel of organizations to work

more effectively with adults

3) developing materials and procedures for use by

other organizations

4) consultation regarding the adult education com-

ponents of action projects

Regarding direct service to community organizations, the adult

education division:

A. Has emphasized co-sponsorship of adult education pro-

grams with other organizations. The contacts that

Division staff have had with community organizations

has been on an individual basis, there has been no

organized effort in the Division to assure relatively

comprehensive direct contacts with major segments of

the community. The Division does however have a moderate

degree of visability because program requests are

received.
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B. Although very little is done by the Division regarding

teaching the teachers for other organizations, developing

materials and procedures, and consultation; the co-

sponsorship of adult education programs with other

organizations has been assigned relatively high im-

portance by the Division. Examples include:

1) provision of teachers of adult basic education

for the Reformatory training program.

2) provision of facilities and instructors for

training unemployed heads of households, in which

the welfare department reimburses the Division

for instructional costs out of funds from Title

5 of the Economic Opportunity Act.

3) provision of basic skill training as part of a

total rehabilitation program for persons about

to be released through halfway houses operated by

both Glendale and St. Elizabeth Hospital.

4) provision of a coordinator and teachers for a

program on child care, home management, employment

skills and an academic refresher course, for mothers

without husbands, in conjuction with the welfare

department.

8. Major gaps

A. Too little comprehensive direct contact between the

Division and organizations in all segments of the

community.
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B. Almost no education of persons in community organi-

zations to enable them to more effectively develop

and teach in adult education programs.

9. Why

A. An insufficient number of competent adult education

administrators.

B. Too limited visability of the Division in the community.

10. Recommendations regarding service to community organizations.

A. Increase the number of competent adult education ad-

ministrators.

B. Develop a plan by which the total administrative staff

of the Division can maintain comprehensive direct con-

tact with organizations in all segments of the com-

munity.

C. Establish as a major component of in-service training

for administrators and teachers in the Division, an

emphasis on increasing competence in effective design

of educational programs for adults.

11. Regarding benefit to the preparatory education program of

the school system, an excellent adult education agency:

A. Provides an ongoing organizational structure within

which to effectively achieve the general continuing

education objectives of the total school system, in

terms of

1) adult education programs that are federally re-

imbursable
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2) adult education programs that are initiated by

the local school district, such as the evening

high school

3) programs initiated by the agency

B. Enables the school programs for full-time pre-adult

students to emphasize topics of current relevance to

children and youth and to emphasize preparation for

continuing education, because the adult education

agency will provide opportunities during adult life

to engage in educational programs that are directly

relevant to adulthood.

C. Develops educational programs aimed at parents of the

current full-time students, for the purpose of helping

the parents to help their children to achieve the ob-

jectives of the preparatory education program, such as

an evening course on modern math for parents during the

years in which a revised math curriculum is being in-

troduced into the schools.

D. Encourages participation in agency programs by adults

in the community who will be influential regarding

decisions on school programs, and who will probably

develop a greater understanding of important educa-

tional issues through direct experience than through

indirect experience mediated by the mass media, their

children, or the memories of their own childhood.
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E. Contributes to increasing the competence of those

teachers in the preparatory education program, who

teach in the continuing education program and thereby

gain a better understanding of what their pre-adult

students in the preparatory program may subsequently

do with what they learn.

F. Enables more extensive utilization of the physical

plant and facilities, thus reducing unit costs.

12. Regarding benefit to the preparatory education program of

the school system, the adult education division:

A. Has provided the structure through which almost all

adult education programs. of the school system have

been offered. However, there have been almost no

requests from preparatory education teachers or ad-

ministrators in the system that the Division under-

take a new program: When.the D. C. Teachers College,

at the request of the Division, did conduct a train-

ing program for teachers of adults, many of the

participants were elementary school teachers who

did not teach through the Division but who wanted

to acquire background to more effectively work with

the parents of their elementary school students.

B. Has had seemingly little impact on the preparatory

education curriculum.

C. Has during the past two years conducted three projects,

such as math for parents, that were designed to reinforce
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the objectives of the preparatory education for

children and youth. The requests came from the PIT.A.

and the response was good.

D. Has developed few if any educational programs aimed

at influential adults in the community who with in-

creased contact with Division programs will become

better prepared to make constructive contribution to

the improvement of the entire school system.

E. Has made a modest, but difficult to specify, contri-

bution to the.full-time teachers in the system who

teach in the division, in their ability to be more

effective teachers of youth because of their contact

with adult learners.

F. Has somewhat reduced unit costs for plant utilization,

but because no fees are charged for programs supported

by District funds and the local contribution to grant

programs is "in-kind," there has been no financial

advantage to the school system in relation to the

facilities budget.

13. Major gap - Insufficient direct contribution by the adult

education division to the preparatory education program.

14. Why - Although the Division does provide a way for teachers

in the preparatory education program to increase their in-

come, and for part-time students to complete a high school

diploma, there are few other direct and evident benefits

to the preparatory education program. It is appropriate that
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the major outcomes of the Divisional programs are direct

contributions to the adult learners. However, in many

adult education divisions there are secondary benefits

to the parent institution in the form of additional in-

come to defray some of the costs for facilities and

equipment, or to pay part of the costs of a larger more

specialized faculty. When the additional income is in

the form of fees paid by learners, it is more evident

than when it is in the form of a supplemental appro-

priation which the District would probably not have re-

ceived. The Division also does little to help the pre-

paratory education program to achieve its instructional

objectives, other than the evening high school program

and a few parent education classes. One result is that

preparatory education teachers and administrators view

themselves as sharing facilities and equipment with the

adult education division, without receiving any compen-

sation for the bother.

15. Recommendation regarding benefit to the preparatory edu-

cation program - Meet with a committee of preparatory

education administrators and/or teachers to identify an

aspect of the preparatory education program that could

be most benefitted by an educational program of the

adult education division. The development of a resulting

program would promote closer working relationships between

the preparatory and continuing education divisions of the

school system.
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s to other agencies, adults whose request for

educational program not offered by the agency,

can be better serviced by the other agencies.

Recognizes that some agency objectives are more

effectively achieved by working with and through

other agencies, in terms of

1) Co-sponsorship of programs

2) Undertaking pilot projects to be later trans-

ferred to other agencies

17. Regarding impact on other adult education agencies, the adult

education division:

A. Has maintained limited contact with other agencies,

primarily through the Adult Education Association of

Greater Washington. Directors of other agencies are

only dimly aware of what the Division is doing, and

when the Division proposed that the local unit of

the association support the Operation Alphabet pro-

ject, they declined.
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B. Has achieved referrals of adults who inquire so that

they make contact with more appropriate agencies,

mainly through familiarity arising out of personal con-

tact with directors of some other agencies, instead

of any more comprehensive and formalized system of

information exchange between agencies.

C. Has co-sponsored a conference for teachers with the

National Association for Public School Adult Education,

which happens to be headquartered in Washington, but in

general has engaged in almost no co-sponsorship of

programs with other adult education agencies. However,

an experimental center for Adult Basic Education that

would be related to many relevant agencies including

the Division, is currently being considered in the

District, and the Division has been one of the strongest

supporters of the proposal.

18. Major gap - The Division has exercised too little leadership

in attempting to achieve Divisional objectives with and

through other adult education agencies.

19. Why - It requires program administrators with a higher level

of educatinal background and experience to identify objectives

that are better achieved through cooperation with other adult

education agencies and to make such arrangements, than is

required to schedule divisional courses. The Division has

an insufficient number of competent adult education ad-

ministrators.
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20. Recommendations

A. Increase the number of competent adult education ad-

ministrators.

B. Increase informal association with other adult edu-

cators in the metropolitan area.

21. Regarding the required resources that must be acquired from

the school system and community for the adult education ob-

jectives to be achieved, an excellent adult education agency:

A. Makes provision for a balanced flow of the major types

of resources, including

1) goals

2) learners

3) teachers, counselors, writers

4) support staff

5) facilities and equipment

6) materials

7) finances

8) administrators

B. Arranges for an appropriate mixture of sources of re-

sources, including

1) school system

2) other adult education agencies

3) employers of adult students

4) community

5) outside the community, such as federal aid
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22. Regarding the acquisition of required resources, the adult

education division: Has experienced major difficulty in

maintaining a balanced flow of resources from the available

sources.

The major sources of each type of resource

are indicated below.

A. Goals - primarily those which are implicit in histori-

cal agency functioning. Participation in federally

funded projects, such as MDTA and Adult Basic Educa-

tion, has shaped Divisional goals as have Divisional

responses to requests from organizations. The pre-

paratory education programs and central administration

segments of the school system appear to have shaped

Divisional goals primarily in providing a preparatory

high school curriculum to be duplicated for the adult

part-time student, and in restricting the growth of

the Division by control of facilities and budget.

B. Learners - There are two major channels through which

learners enter Divisional programs. Most enter as in-

dividual registrants, on their own initiative. Most

of the remainder enter, in part, because they are

members of an organization that in some way co-spon-

sors the program.

C. Teachers - Most of the persons who teach in the Division

do so on a part-time basis. About half of them are also

.?",PPTroFV,
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full-time teachers of children or youth in the school

system. The remainder are from the community.

D. Counselors - With the exception of two counselors at

the Armstrong Center and two recently associated with

the adult basic education program, there are almost no

counselors associated with the division. These four

are primarily connected with the Division. Although

many teachers and administrators do some course advise-

ment, the result is minimal.

E. Support Staff - Exceedingly little support staff, mainly

secretarial and custodial, is available to the Division

and this through the school system.

F. Facilities and equipment - The primary source is the

school system facilities during evening hours, but there

has been increasing use of non-school facilities when a

co-sponsoring group can provide facilities as their con-

tribution.

G. Materials - With the exception of the Armstrong Center, the

availability of library and other instructional materials

is exceedingly limited. The Divisional budget covers equip-

ment and materials for duplicating instructional materials.

Adult students purchase texts ior their course, and the

list of texts is submitted to the superintendent.

H. Finances - The primary source is allocations from the

D. C. school system budget. A recent major secondary source

is federal grant funds.
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I. Administrators - Most of the administrators in the Divi-

sion devote only part of their time to adult education,

with the remainder related to some part of the prepara-

tory program. Most of the few full-time administrators

in the Division are associated with federal grant

supported programs.

23. Major gaps

A. Insufficient money, especially that from District funds

to pay for more full-time program administrators, coun-

selors, and for expanded instructional materials.

B. Insufficient day-time facilities

C. Too few participants, especially adults from lower socio-

economic segments of the community, and community decision

makers.

24. Why - The school district has restricted budget increases for

the Division in recent years. To reach more disadvantaged

adults, the Division will need more available facilities and

more money for program administrators and Counselors who can

work with teachers in developing more effective programs.

Educational programs for decision makers will help to in-

crease support for an expanded budget.

25. Recommendations regarding required resources.

A. Increase the Divisional budget, especially for competent

full-time program administrators and counselors paid out

of District funds, and to provide for more adequate

facilities and materials.
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B. Develop some effective adult education programs for

decision makers in the District.

26. Regarding goals and policy, an excellent adult education

agency:

A. Has stated in one or more written forms, many of the

important goals that are implicit in the programs and

aspirations of the agency.

B. Has included in the statement(s) of goals and policy,

generalizations regarding both the maintenance of

stability and the stimulation of change within the

agency, in terms of

1) continuing desirable practices regarding finance,

participation, and control in the agency.

2) encouraging and incorporating emerging goals

related to the agency.

C. Has utilized several major sources in the formulation

of goals and policy, including

1) school board

2) superintendent of schools

3) relevant legislation

4) agency teachers

5) agency students

6) community groups

7) agency administrators

D. Has recognized that public demand is an exceedingly im-

portant force in the shaping of adult education goals
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and policy, and that when the learners pay directly

little or none of the costs the focus of decision

regarding priorities shifts to those who make budget

allocations.

E. Has communicated the goals and policy of the agency

as an important and somewhat separate organization,

to selected groups, including

1) school board

2) administrators of the school's preparatory edu-

cation program

3) agency program administrators

4) agency teachers and counselors

5) agency students

6) the community

27. Regarding goals and policy, the adult education divisiion:

A. Has no written statement of long term goals.

B. Has some informal understandings regarding goals of the

Division which primarily emphasize the maintenance of

stability and the continuation of desirable programs

and practices, but because of continuing limits on

resources have placed very little emphasis on stimu-

lating change or encouraging emerging goals.

C. Has utilized the following sources in the formulation

of goals and policy

1) the precedent of past programs

2) past decisions by the Commissioners of the District

of Columbia
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3) rules and position descriptions approved by the

Superintendent of schools and the school board.

4) federal legislation (e.g., Manpower Development

and Training Act; Vocational Education Act;

Economic Opportunity Act)

5) ideas of students, teachers, and program adminis-

trators in the Division as transmitted in the

annual reports of Divisional staff.

6) the informal influence of requests from community

groups.

D. Has been relatively unsuccessful in convincing budgetary

decision makers of the extent of need and demand for

expanded adult education programs.

E. Has been relatively unsuccessful in communicating goals

and policy to groups outside the Division. The adult

students, teachers, and program administrators appear to

have a fairly clear understanding of what the Division

is currently doing and the relevant policies. However,

efforts to increase support for expanded goals by

superintendent, school board, district commissioners,

and legislative committees have been associated pri-

marily with budget requests. Efforts to develop a more

clear and high priority image of the Division in the

community have relied primarily on the current course

offering as communicated by the printed listing and

word of mouth from participants, as supplemented by
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the statement on the Armstrong Center and a small

amount of mass media coverage.

28. Major gap - Inadequate clarity and visability of the goals

of the Division.

29. Why - The staff of the Division have, over the past decade,

exercised insufficient leadership in evolving high priority

goals, and communicating them in a compelling way to those

who have an impact on the major decisions affecting pro-

grams of the Division. The consistent limitations on bud-

get expansion have served to discourage efforts to expand

the program, and so the existing program implicitly con-

tains the goal, "more of the same." The exceedingly small

amount of administrative time of persons with any substan-

tial amount of preparation and experience in adult edu-

cation has been another restriction on needed administrative

leadership. The clearest goals are associated with the

Federal grant programs.

30. Recommendation regarding goals - Encourage the Divisional

staff to undertake an internal study of goals and policies,

with the assistance of outside consultants from the field

of adult education. Persons whose future decisions can

greatly affect the future development of the Division

should be involved in the process, the results of the study

should be communicated to them, and a procedures for more

effective continuing 'communication should be instituted.
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31. Regarding program development, an excellent adult education

agency:

A. Allocates resources to both the provision of a current

program offering and the process of improving the current

program and developing new programs.

B. Has a current program offering that in general reflects

the range of program objectives.

C. Emphasize methods of teaching and learning that are

most appropriate for adults.

D. Includes some sequences of courses that include a pro-

gression, in terms of

1) scope and sequence, as reflected in the temlhers

plan

2) prerequisite courses and experience

3) coordinating procedures, as reflected in occupa-

tion centered courses in a certificate program

E. Arranges for the location and timing of the program to

accomodate the convenience of the adult learners.

F. Has sufficient program flexibility to incorporate and

adapt those courses from the preparatory education pro-

gram of the school system that are of greatest relevance

to adult learners, and also to develop additional courses

that are especially for adults..

G. Recognizes that the continuation of a course offering

depends on both the continued participation of the

clientele and the continued commitment of decision makers
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associated with the school system.

H. Periodically assesses each program so as to

1) find out how it has been improving, or

2) if it,hasn't changed

a. to be sure that it is effective, or

b. provide a basis for improvement

I. Has a procedure for the improvement of current courses

and the development of new courses, in terms of

1) encouraging and receiving requests from adults for

new or revised courses

2) working with representatives of community groups to

identify educational needs of adults

3) encouraging teachers to formulate new program ideas

4) facilitating the efforts of program administrators

to provide leadership regarding program development

J. Has a procedure for the involvement of persons representing

each of the points of view that contribute to program

planning, including

1) learners

2) teachers

3) program administrators

4) relevant community groups

K. Utilizes need assessment procedures that are appropriate

in relation to the extent to which the needs of the in-

tended learners are well understood, such as

1) research regarding needs of non-participants that
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might be met by adult education programs

2) clientele analyses regarding participants charac-

teristics and reasoLs for attendance

3) opinions of agency teachers, counselors, and ad-

ministrators

4) community involvement in the form of

a. community census-type data

b. agency staff contact with organizations

c. advisory committees

L. Includes the learners in the program development process,

in terms of

1) providing adequate attention to their backgrounds and

interests

2) encouraging congruence between the program objectives

and those adults who participate

3) providing procedures by which the learners can con-

tribute to the planning of group programs both be-

fore and during the program.

4) enabling the learners to increasingly assume primary

responsibility for the development of their own

unfolding lifelong plan of continuing education, of

which agency programs will be components.

M. Has procedures for increasing the congruence between

the purposes of teachers and those of both learners

and administrators.

N. Gives major attention to the design of effective

11111111.1111111111.111111.1111111.111.unimigiiiiimmiii...uia
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learning experiences for adults, in terms of

1) selecting subject matter in relation to a set of

course objectives, and not restricting it unneces-

sarily to a single subject field.

2) selecting methods of learning and teaching that

are most effective in achieving the course objec-

tives

0. Includes evaluation procedures throughout program planning

and operation, as a way of allowing learner, teacher, and

administrator to assess effectiveness and to improve the

program.

P. Has competent program administrators with sufficient time

available to assure that the program development process

functions effectively, and that needed resources are

contributed.

Q. Develops its programs within the context of all adult

education programs in the community, in terms of

1) familiarity with the philosophy, policies and con-

tent of other agencies

2) encouraging other agencies to make a maxiirium con-

tribution

3) developing programs that have highest priority in

terms of unresolved community problems and unique

resources within the school system.

4) arranging interchange of students, teachers, and

materials
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32. Regarding program development, the adult education division:

A. Has allocated almost all of its resources to the current

program and very few resources to new or improved pro-

grams, with the exception of federal grant programs.

B. Has a current program offering that primarily emphasizes

vocational education and literacy, with little emphasis

on other program ateas such as citizen role.

C. Has placed some emphasis on adult oriented methods, but

has almost exclusively utilized the temporary group, in

contrast with individual, organizational, and community

settings for adult learning.

D. With the exception of the two-semester high school credit

courses, has provided for almost no progression from one

course to another, in terms of prerequisites.

E. Has endeavored to schedule courses at a time and location

that is convenient for adult learners, but because of

unavailability of space in the day time and in some high

schools during the evening, has been only partly success-

ful.

F. Has modified day courses primarily by emphasizing es-

tablishing rapport with the adult learners; and has

developed new programs, especially for adults within

relatively severe financial restrictions on program ad-

ministration time for this purpose.

G. Has been more successful in retaining continued partici-

pation of the clientele than in securing a sufficient
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level of commitment by decision makers associated with

the school system.

H. Has devoted relatively few resources to systematic pro-

gram assessment.

I. Has used the following procedures for course development:

1) New courses

a. Aside from federal grant programs, the impetus

for most new programs has come from requests by

community groups to the Superintendent of Schools

who refers the requests to the Division so that

the group can become more familiar with the present

program dhd the Division can obtain additional

specific information about needs and numbers to

be served. After studying the request, the Division

forwards a recommendation to the Superintendent, if

a program in response to the request would exceed

current financial resources. Examples of requests

include one from the NAACP for an academic refresher

course for persons preparing to take civil service

examinations, and one from the D. C. Teachers

College for a course for persons who failed the

entrance requirements due to low math and English

scores. Each year the Division receivys about 500

requests for short term programs, most of which are

accommodated. The remainder are not accommodated

because of the small numbers to be served, or limits
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on day facilities or program administrator time

due to financial restrictions. These short term

programs are typically one or two sessions a

week for between 6 and 20 weeks.

b. Very few requests for new courses are received

from individual prospective participants.

c. Persons who perform the program administrator

role, through their contact with adults who inquire

about or attend current programs, are able to

forward program ideas to Divisional staff.

2) Current courses

a. The recommendations of teachers of adult classes

are transmitted through the principal of the

school in his annual report.

b. Program administrators occasionally suggest ways

to improve current programs.

J. Has few formal procedures for involvement of major points

of view in program planning. For regular courses,

planning is handled primarily by the teacher. For Federal

grant programs, program administrators take a more major

role. In the cosponsored programs, relevant community

groups participate in the planning. The planning role of

the learners, or their representatives, depends on the

circumstances of each program but in most cases it tends

to be slight and indirect.

K. Has used few need assessment procedures, primarily the

following:
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1) research regarding non-participants, primarily as

contained in the Gregory report regarding literacy

and adult basic education.

2) no formal clientele analysis, only informal efforts

by individual teachers on a class by class basis.

3) opinions of teachers and administrators primarily

as contained in annual reports

4) community involvement

a. little use of census type data

b. some staff contact with community groups

c. almost no use of advisory committees directly

related to adult educatiou. There was an ad-

visory council in the 1940's, and there was

a new community advisory committee related to

adult basic education, that was established

last year.

L. Has used few ways to include the learner or his repre-

sentatives in the program development until a course

meets, and none to encourage adults to become self

directed learners.

M. Has allowed teachers wide latitude in deciding upon

course purposes regardless of the purposes of learners

or administrators.

N. Has left to the course teachers, the program design

decisions regarding multiple subject matter areas and

learning methods that are appropriate for adults,



with little contribution by program administrators.

0. Has placed very little emphasis on or provision for pro-

gram evaluation throughout planning and operation phases.

P. Has had available an exceedingly limited amount of pro-

gram administrator time.

Q. Has, to only a very small extent, developed close working

relationships with other adult education programs in

the community, in terms of

1) some familiarity with other programs at the Divisional

office but little systematic contact at the school

and program level (with the exception of adult basic

education)

2) little effort to encourage contributions by other

agencies

3) little concerted effort to identify 6aps in community

programming

4) almost no interchange of students, teachers, and

materials between agencies.

33. Major gaps

A. The relatively few new programs being developed each year,

with the exception of Federal grant programs.

B. Lack of advisory committees specifically related to the

adult education programs.

C. Lack of systematic evaluation and assessment.

D. Lack of programs oriented to the individual, organiza-

tional, and community settings of adult education.
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34. Why - The first four gaps occur primarily because of the

fifth, lack of competent program administrators.

35. Recommendatior:v regarding progrim development.

A. Increase the number of competent adult education ad-

ministrators.

Develop some pilot programs aimed at adults with very

low levels of literacy and vocational competence, by

beginning at the neighborhood level, identifying per-

sons who are informal opinion leader; for adults in the

target population, involving the opinion leaders in

leadership training, developing a vestibule program with

and through the opinion leaders as a way of reaching

adults in the target population, recruiting adults into

the vestibule program, and facilitating their transfer

into literacy and vocational courses.

C. Establish active community advisory committees associated

with the major segments of the adult education program.

36. Regarding teacher selection and supervision, an excellent adult

education agency:

A. Assigns the highest priority to the recruitment, selection,

assignment, and supervision of teachers and counselors as

the major way in which the effectiveness of the teaching-

learning transaction can be increased and the primary

agency objectives achieved, as reflected in

1) sufficient administrative staff competence and time

for teacher selection and supervision
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2) adequate incentives to attract and retain excellent

teachers and counselors

B. Selects and retains effective teachers of adults, in

terms of

1) subject matter competence

2) personal applied experience (in some fields)

3) competence in teaching methods appropriate for adult

education

4) commitment to adult education

C. Develops a staffing pattern that is optimum in relation

to both agency objectives and availability of teachers,

in terms of

1) recognizing the advantages of full-time Teachers

with the agency related to commitment, continuity,

and instructional leadership; and the disadvantages

related to flexibility to quickly achieve major

shifts in program emphasis.

2) recognizing that the full-time preparatory educa-

tion teachers with the school system constitute the

major instructional resource for the agency, while

also recognizing that their overload use by the

agency can be a major source of competition regarding

time, energy, and talent.

3) recognizing that there are rich resources in the

community for part-time teaching in the agency,

related to both other educational institutions and
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various occupational groups, but that their use

usually requires some coordination with relevant

instructional groups within the school system.

D. Recognizes that a predominantly part-time agency teaching

staff typically requires adequate staffing of program

administrators to perform teaching related roles

to offset problems arising from such factors as

1) limited internaliiation of agency values

2) competition from their full-time responsibility

3) limited cohesiveness at any one time

4) lack of continuity over time

E. Utilizes multiple incentives to attract and retain excellent

teachers, with major emphasis on remuneration and commit-

ment to program purposes, along with appeals related to

competence, time, teaching style, image, and obligation.

37. Regarding teacher selection and supervision, the adult education

division:

A. Has assigned only moderate priority to teacher selection,

as evidenced by the exceedingly limited administrative

staff time and competence that is available, combined with

the somewhat more satisfactory set of incentives that

is available.

B. Has retained the more effective teachers of adults rela-

tively well for the existing program. In specifying

teaching effectiveness, subject matter competence is

certified by the Board of Examiners. In some fields,
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minor emphasis is given to commitment to the field of

adult education and to competence in adult oriented

teaching methods. In general ways, teachers are en-

couraged to have a learner orientation with emphasis

on rapport, empathy, and discussion with the learner.

C. Has a relatively even balance between school and community

sources of teachers in which for the academic courses

preference is given to teachers in the preparatory pro-

gram, for other courses an initial effortas made to

locate qualified practitioners in the community, and for

short term programs almost all teachers and resource

persons are from the community.

D. Has, with the exception of some of the Federal grant pro-

grams, inadequate program administrative staff to offset

problems of limited cohesiveness, continuity and commit-

ment. The turnover rate arising from changes in personal

plans is increased by a school system policy that requires

that after 6 consecutive years of teaching evening classes,

a day school teacher must withdraw from the evening pro-

gram for one year.

E. The incentives are primarily financial with the current

rate per contact hour set a $5.56 for persons with less

than three years experience, up to $6.72 for persons with

six or more years of teaching experience. This is designed

to pay for both preparation and class room time. Mostly,
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teachers learn to work effectively with adults through

experience, supplemented by a two-hour in-service train-

ing session each year and availability of materials by

NAPSAE.

38. Major gaps

A. Almost non-existent in-service training of teachers of

adults.

B. Inadequate program administrator time for supervision

and assistance to teachers.

39. Why - The major reason for the lack of in-service training

is inadequate program administration.

40. Pecommendations regarding teacher supervision.

A. Increase the number of competent adult education adminis-

trators.

B. Arrange for outside consultants to assist in developing

a program of teacher training, and provide funds in the

budget to cover costs including those for teachers being

trained.

41. Regarding learner selection, an excellent adult education agency:

A. Endeavers to increase public understanding of its program

in recognition of the fact that to be of service adults

in the community must voluntarily elect to forego other

activities in order to participate in an agency program.

B. Recognizes that the variety of adults who flow through

the agency tend to be those with higher levels of edu-

cation.
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C. Is committed to reaching a wider constituency, by

1) facilitating entry to agency programs

2) emphasizing more congenial forms of learning activity

3) using more flexible administrative procedures

4) identifying under served target populations

5) actively trying to communicate with adults in the

target population

D. Plans and conducts an effective effort to communicate with

potential participants, in terms of

1) using channels of communication that actually reach

the adults in the target population, such as

a. organizations of which the adult is a member

b. impartial counselors

c. informal opinion leaders in his circle of friends

2) demonstrating the relevance of the agency programs

to the potential participants, by

a. showing how the issue with which the program

deals, importantly impinges on his life

b. increasing his commitment that by participating

in the agency program he can bring about a desirable

change related to the issue.

E. Attempts to minimize the extent to which the internal func-

tioning of the agency and school system adversely affects

the encouragement of more extensive participation by adults

in agency programs, including attention to such factors as

1) formal and informal restrictions on admission
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2) public information about the program

3) excAglence of individual courses

4) opportunities for sequential progression from course

to course

5) restrictions by the school system related to concern

for competition regarding students, teachers, facili-

ties, and funds.

42. Regarding learner selection, the adult education agency:

A. Has relied primarily on the printed brochure, word of

mouth from participants; and personal contact with

directors of other agencies and groups. However recent

association with the United Planning Organization may

lead to more personalized contact through block leaders.

B. Seems to have reached many edults at lower educational

levels, but it is difficult to be specific without some

type of clientele analysis.

C. Has been serving about the same number of adult students

throughout the past fifteen years. During the current

year an average of about 7,500 different adults will be

served by the Evening Schools, Armstrong Center, Ameri-

canization School and the Federal grant programs during

a given month, with a total of about 19,000 course en-

rollments. Divisional records do not allow a precise

estimate of the number of different adults who are served

by the Division each year, but the figure is probably

between 12,000 and 16,000. With the exception of the
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adult basic education program, there has been no concerted

effort to widen or extend the constituency. There was an

increase of about 500 adults in average membership during

the past year.

D. With the exception of the advisory committee of the adult

basic education program, the present procedures for demon-

strating the relevance of agency programs to potential

participants using channels that actually reach them,

is minimal. The co-sponsored programs contain a built

in 0-,annel to the members of the co-sponsoring organi-

zation, but the regular class program relies heavily on

word of mouth and limited mass media.

E. Has done little to increase enrollments through altering

agency functioning. There are few restrictions on ad-

mission, little public information, average course quality,

and little sequencial course progression. However, a

major factor is school system restrictions on resources

needed for expansion.

43. Major gap - Slow growth in numbers of adults being served,

compared with programs in other cities.

44. Why - Aside from Federal grant programs there has been little

incentive to attract more adults when an unchanging budget

from District funds would make it very difficult to serve

them.

45. Recommendation regarding learner selection - Simultaneously

communicate to decision makers, the urgency of an increased
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to demonstrate the relevance of Divisional programs to

potential participants. The anticipated major increase in

enrollments should help to support the budget requests.

46. Regarding the Teaching-Learning Transaction, an excellent

adult education agency:

A. Includes several types of programs regarding the assumed

predominant educational background, competence and role

of the learners, so that adults with various levels of

educational readiness and competence as self directed

learners will be encouraged to particpate and persist in

some of the total range of agency programs.

B. Encourages the statement for each course of clear and

realistic objectives that are of relevance to the learners,

in terms of

1) describing the course in a clear, accurate, and com-

pelling way as a way of encouraging participation by

adults with appropriate objectives.

2) recognizing and encouraging the learners in their

role of helping to formulate the objectives.

3) facilitating the process of enlarging the overlap of

intent by learner and teacher.

C. Selects, orients and supervises teachers so as to encourage

teaching styles that are most effective, in terms of

1) achieving course objectives

2) encouraging initiative and flexibility by teachers to
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develop more relevant objectives and to utilize

more effective procedures.

3) establishing rapport with learners, by

a. possessing competence that is important to the

achievement of the course objectives

b. being respectful, patient, encouraging and sym-

pathetic with learners

c. encouraging learners to participate actively in

specifying objectives and procedures

d. selecting methods, materials, and illustrations

that are especially congenial to the learners back-

grounds.

D. Encourages the use of learning activities that are es-

pecially effective, in the achievement of the educational

objectives, in terms of

1) the settings in which adult education occurs such as

individual, group, organization, and community

2) the relative emphasis on responsibility for planning

and directing the learning activity by learner and

teacher

E. Facilitates the utilization of evaluation procedures that

emphasize

1) feedback of knowledge of results to the learner to

encourage motivation and emphasis

2) assessment of progress by the teacher as a basis for

improving the program
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3) collection of achievemert and opinion information

throughout the program so as to assess progress.

47 Regarding the Teaching-Learning transaction, the adult edu-

cation division:

A. Has developed its program primarily for the educationally

ready adult, with little emphasis on either the educa-

tionally unready or the self-directed learner.

B. Has given little attention to clear, realistic, and

relevant objectives, in terms of compelling course

descriptions or the supervisor's role in encouraging

teachers to explore with learners the areas of common

objectives.

C. Has given little attention to teaching style in the

selection and supervision of teachers.

D. Has concentrated almost exclusively on temporary groups

in which teachers assume primary responsibility for planning

and directing the learning activity. There has been almost

no use of individual, organizational, or community settings

for adult education.

E. With the exception of the academic courses, has used almost

no standard procedures by which learner, teacher, or ad-

ministrator evaluate courses. Daily life experience in

the community provides the adult learner with an assess-

ment of how much he has learned, sometimes in the form of

a job related examination. Rates of attendance and drop-

out provide the teacher with an indication of satisfaction.
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Howyver, neither form of evaluation provides information

regarding program improvement to someone who can take

constructive action.

48. Major gap - Too little emphasis on educational approaches that

are especially appropriate for adults.

49. Why - Almost all teachers of adults do so on a part-time basis,

and without much guidance and encouragement, most of them

tend not to innovate and do not become especially effective

teachers of adults. The lack of sufficient available time

by competent adult education administrators has resulted in

inadequate guidance and encouragement.

50. Recommendations regarding teaching-learning transactions.

A. Increase the number of competent adult education ad-

ministrators.

B. Develop an in-service training program for administrative

staff on the topic of supervision of instruction.

C. Develop a plan for continuing program evaluation.

51. Regarding learner support and advisement, an excellent adult

education agency:

A. Recognizes that in part because of its part-time nature,

adult learners have less contact with those who have pre-

ceeded them than is the case for preparatory education,

as this contact relates to familiarity with procedures to

proceed through agency programs.

B. Has a counseling center or an equivalent organizational

arrangement to provide student personal services con-

sisting of
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1) procedures to help adults ascertain their educa:-

tional needs, such as a testing program

2) educational counseling

3) follow-up for students in terms of drop-out and

employment

4) support for student activities and organizations

5) appropriate facilities so that the services are con-

venient to the learners

6) public information so that adults know that the

services are available

C. Has a sufficient number of competent counselors to

1) provide program advisement and educational counseling

2) help interested adults develop their own long term

plans for continuing education

3) provide referral where appropriate to other agencies

D. Has established arrangements with other adult education

agencies in the community to establish a clearinghouse to

provide information and advisement to adults who are un-

aware of the resources for continuing education that

exist in local agencies.

52. Regarding learner support and advisement, the adult education

division:

A. Has even fewer procedures for learner advisement than

does the preparatory education program, which achieves

some of these purposes through student contact.

B. Has almost no counseling services, with the exception of
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the Armstrong Center and the adult basic education

program. Armstrong Center provides some vocational

counseling and a little testing. The basic education

counseling activity is very new.

C. Has two counselors at Armstrong and two with the basic

education program. Even for these two parts of the

Division the provision for the adult counseling function

is inadequate.

D. Has no clearinghouse or similar function in relation

to other agencies.

53. Major gap - Most adults are currently unable to obtain neces-

sary assistance in ascertaining their educational nPeds, dis-

covering relevant educational resources, and planning an

appropriate plan of study including contact with other agen-

cies.

54. Why - Although teachers and administrators do provide some

adults with program information, and there are several coun-

selors associated with two units of the Division, for most

of the adult students there is only minimal program informa-

tion and there is no testing, no trained counselor, no clearing-

house information for referral, and no assistance regarding

placement. This is due primarily to budgetary limitations

on additional counselors and support staff.

55. Recommendation regarding learner advisement - Establish an

adult counseling center for the entire Division, with a main

location at a place like the Armstrong Center, that can become
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highly visable in the community, but with counselors

available for some time each week in most of the schools

with the Divisional programs. The main location of the

adult counseling center should provide a "single door" to

all programs of the Division, a place were any interested

adult can find out about any program and if appropriate

initiate registration. The Center should also become the

most major clearinghouse regarding adult education pro-

grams sponsored by other agencies in the community.

56. Regarding support staff selection and supervision, an ex-

cellent adult agency:

A. Has established procedures with the school system whereby

the required stlpport staff for the agency (such as secre-

tarial, financial, personnel, and custodial) are provided

either exclusively within the agency or are shared with

other parts of the school system.

B. Has participated in the preparation or revision of the

position descriptions for support staff who are primarily

selected and supervised by persons in other parts of the

school system but who work part-time for the agency.

C. Has clearly designated supervisory responsibility for

support staff who are shared with other parts of the

school system.

D. Conducts inservice training activities for sLprirt staff,

dealing with both specific job skills and their role in

public relations.
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education Divis
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staff selection and supervision, the adult

ion:

A. Has received almost all of the support staff services

it has r

cerned

servi

are

Clis

eceived, through the school system. Units con-

with finance, personnel, and examinations have

ed the Division on request. When arrangements

made to use a school in the evening, the related

todial services are arranged for and are charged to

Buildings and Grounds. Until fiscal 1967, there were

almost no funds in the Division budget for clerical

services. Prior to this time it was necessary to either

forego needed secretarial work or to have Divisional

administrative or teaching staff arrange for it on their

own. The current allocations for clerical assistance

will improve the situation only slightly.

B. Has had no influence on position descriptions for school

system support staff who contribute to Division programs.

C. Has only informal short term supervisory responsibility

for related support staff.

D. Has conducted no in-service training for support staff.

58. Major gap - Lack of orientation by full-time school system

support staff who service the Divisional programs, regarding

the requirements of the Divisional programs.

59. Why - When an adult education Division selects, orients, and

supervises its own support staff, it is possible to emphasize

those orientations and practices that are most important to
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the Division. However, when the support staff work full-

time for other parts of the school system and only a few

hours a week for the Division, this becomes more difficult.

An orientation towards the purposes of the Division is es-

pecially important because support staff so often have direct

contact with prospective or current adult students who are

unfamiliar with facilities and procedures and who need in-

formation and assistance.

60. Recommendations regarding support staff

A. Where warranted, establish full-time or part-time support

staff positions associated with the Division, especially

clerical.

B. Divisional administrators should meet with supervisors

of support staff who service the Division and help to

revise the job descriptions, and contribute to in-ser-

vice training programs.

61. Regarding administrator selection and development, an excellent

adult education agency:

A. Has used procedures and incentives to recruit and retain

an able administrative staff, in terms of

1) general administrative abilities, such as intelli-

gence, integrity, perseverence, organization, and

empathy

2) specific competencies that are of special importance

in adult education, such as understanding of adult

learning and development, administering a faculty-
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less educational program, cosponsorship of activi-

ties, and community relations

3) career orientation towards the field of adult edu-

cation, as well as public school preparatory edu-

cation

4) previous preparatory education related to adult edu-

cation

5) previous experience related to administration of

adult education.

B. Has recognized the advantages and disadvantages of dual

assignments between the agency and other parts of the

school system and has assured that many of the major

administrative positions in the agency are for full-time

adult education administrators.

C. Has given evidence of a strong commitment to professional

development of adult education administrators by

1) clearly identifying relevant areas of professional

knowledge

2) encouraging, by use of major incentives, the ad-

ministrative staff to engage in programs of pre-

paratory and continuing education directly related

to adult education.

D. Selects and assigns program administrators who have suffi-

cient competence and time to work effectively with teachers

on the program development process.

E. Selects and develops administrators who understand agency
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62. Regarding adminis

Education Divisi

A. Has been

ministrat

the adm

city p

gram

vi.

extent that they can provide leader-

enance of existing effective programs

lation and guidance of agency change.

rator selection and development, the Adult

on:

able to recruit and develop an adequate ad-

ive staff. Although there is no indication that

inistrative staff has less ability than other large

ublic school adult education divisions, the pro-

administrators in the Division are lacking in pre-

ous experience and education, career orientation, and

pecific competencies related to adult education. Several

have taken graduate courses dealing with adult education

and one staff member teaches courses on this subject

at the D. C. Teachers College.

B. Has emphasized dual appointments with vocational educa-

tion or overload assignments, with most of the full-time

assignments related to Federal grant programs.

C. Has given no tangible encouragement to Divisional adminis-

trative staff regarding professional development.

D. Has allowed almost no program administrator time for teacher

supervision, with the exception of about three persons

associated with Federal grant programs.

63. Major Gap - Inadequate aggregate time by competent adult edu-

cation administrators.

64. Why - During recent years, a few dedicated and competent ad-

ministrators in the Division have achieved a relatively high
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level of adult enrollments and program effectiveness within

the constraints of limited money and personnel. With the

exception of recent Federal grant programs, few of the ad-

ministrators have been able to devote full-time to the

adult education program, and the competition from the other

parts of their jobs has been great. The lack of institu-

tionalization of adult education programs requires even

greater stability and leadership by the administrative staff.

With an administrative staff that has been part-time, most

of whom have lacked professional preparation in the field of

adult education, stability of program growth and leadership

for increased effectiveness have been difficult to achieve.

The connections with other parts of the school system that

dual appointments provide, have been important and should

be preserved. However, additional full-time administrative

staff positions with an emphasis on supervision and coun-

seling are needed.

65. Recommendations regarding administrator development

A. Increase the number of full-time adult education ad-

ministrators on the District budget.

B. Increase the salary and other incentives so as to be

able to attract, both for new positions and for replace-

ments for existing positions, persons who by background

of education and experience are especially well

prepared for adult education administration.

C. Establish a major and continuing program of professional
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development for all Divisional administrative staff,

that includes major incentives for staff to partici-

pate.

66. Regarding the maintenance of agency personnel, an excellent

adult education agency:

A. Has established procedures either within the agency

or in relation to the school system to provide the

necessary personnel services to help to encourage effective''

administrators, teachers, and support staff to remain

with the agency, such as

1) institutional orientation by handbook or meetings

2) arrangements on fringe benefits

3) counseling or referral regarding personnel problems

B. Endeavors to relate the personnel services to both

1) staff preferences

2) effective ongoing supervision

67. Regarding the maintenance of agency personnel, the adult

education division:

A. Has provision for a very modest personnel function.

Teachers receive credentials through the Board of

Examiners and receive an appointment for a year at a

time. Pull-time staff with the school system receive

the standard fringe benefits, others almost none. Per-

sonnel files are maintained in the Division. Little

Division-wide orientation is provided. The Division

performs no other personnel functions.
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68. Major Gap - Lack of a Division-wide orientation program

aimed at increasing understanding of and commitment to the

adult education program.

69. Why - The adult education programs lack visability as a

function requiring separate orientation of administrators

and teachers. Also, with the many other demands on ad-

ministrator time in the Division, it was felt that orien-

tation could occur informally.

70. Recommendation regarding personnel maintenance - Have one

of the new program administrators assume primary responsi-

bility for establishing a continuing orientation program,

including a small handbook and periodic meetings, for the

purpose of increasing staff understanding of and commitment

to the goals and procedures of the Division.

71. Regarding adaptation and change, an excellent adult education

agency:

A. Gives attention to three interrelated concepts regarding

progress

1) One basis for adaptation and change in desirable

directions is an effectively functioning program,

which requires continuing attention to acquisition

of resources and effective transformation to achieve

results if it is to maintain itself.

2) If the agency is to persist, and not change in un-

desirable directions during periods of adversity

and adjustment, there must be provision for utilizing
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reserves not accumulated during that period (such

as money, good will, teachers)

3) Because most complex organizations tend to be resistant

to change, effective administrative efforts to stimu-

late adaptation and change must be major and relate

to organizational structure as well as staff

commitments.

B. Uses research as a vehicle of change, by

1) arranging for research studies to be conducted,to

identify areas of needed change and ways to accomplish

the change.

2) facilitates the use by agency staff of research

findings as one of the ways to improve their parts

of the program.

C. Has administrators who have developed plans for directed

adaptation and change by the agency, to which those who

are affected by the changes have an opcortunity to con-

tribute.

72. Regarding adaptation and change, the adult education division:

A. Has given relatively little systematic attention to

planned change initiated from within the Division. With

the exception of the Federal grant programs there have

been few major changes in the past fifteen years, with

the exception of a small shift towards more emphasis on

earning a high school diploma. There has been little

attention to either accumulation of reserves or leadership

410
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One exception has been recent efforts

to establish a mult

education.

B. Has conducted no research and rese

s-agency center for adult basic

arch utilization has

been limited to familiarity with findings by some ad-

ministrators who have general Divisional responsibility

and their mention of the findings at staff meetings.

C. Has mostly emphasized maintaining the continuing program.

The major exceptions have been the acceptance of Federal

grant programs, in which the major ideas and funds result-

ed from Federal legislation in vocational and poverty

areas.

73. Major Gap - Inadequate systematic attention to planned change

initiated from within the Division.

74. Why - With the exception of Federal grant programs and the

proposed multi-agency center for adult basic education, long

term financial constraints have discouraged innovation,

adaptation, and change. However, even with these constraints,

adult education administrators with a substantial background

and commitment to program expansion and improvement would

have been expected to have achieved more adaptation and

change.

75. Recommendations regarding adaptation and change

A. Include within the administrative staff development pro-

gram, an emphasis on diagnosing needed adaptation and

change in Divisional programs, utilization of research
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as a vehicle of change, and the role of administrative

leadership.

B. Include within the Divisional budget, some venture capital

to encourage some innovation and experimentation.

C. Support the proposal to establish a multi-agency center

for adult basic education.

76. Regarding facilities and equipment, an excellent adult education

agency:

A. Has arrangements for facilities that contribute to and do

not inhibit the achievement of agency objectives, in

terms of

1) facilitating learning

2) encouraging initial and continued attendance

3) minimizing competition with other parts of the school

system.

B. Utilizes the most satisfactory combination of several

sources of facilities

1) controlled primarily by the agency, such as an adult

.
center for day and evening classes, specialized pro-

grams, pilot projects, central record keeping, and

a counseling center.

2) shared use of non-school facilities, such as other

adult education agencies, social work centers, hos-

pitals, prisons, youth centers, libraries, churches,

and governmental offices.

C. Has helped to evolve a school system policy regarding
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agency use of shared facilities, that includes

1) a master c

2) arrangeme

alendar for school use

nts for dual use of classrooms and labora-

tory equipment

3) participation in planning for renovation or con-

struction of facilities to be used by the agency.

77. Regarding facilities and equipment, the adult education divi-

sion:

A. Has

an

arrangements that are fairly adequate for the size

type of program conducted in the past. The program

of vocational adult education has benefitted greatly

by the recent improvement in instructional equipment.

The day time programs have benefitted from the availa-

bility of day time space in the Armstrong Center. How-

ever, present arrangements for facilities have provided

a major restriction on expansion and development of

Division programs, especially additional day time pro-

grams, programs in neighborhoods in which the high school

is filled to capacity, and programs in neighborhoods

distant from a high school. Although several additional

schools were recently opened to Divisional use, for a

number of preceeding years requests to do so were denied

and the number of schools in use remained constant.

B. Has been dependent primarily on facilities shared with

other parts of the school system. With the exception

of several scattered classrooms, about the only exclusive
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Divisional facilities have been in the Armstrong Center.

This center has the potential to become the hub of many

Divisional programs if adequate support is forthcoming

for pilot projects and a counseling center. With the

advent of expanded Federal grant programs, an increased

number of arrangements were made for use of non-school

fac5lities belonging to co-sponsoring groups.

C. Has inadequate policy for use of shared facilities.

1) There is no master calendar which would allow the

Division to make more firm long term plans.

2) When additional facilities are needed, the request

from the principal is forwarded for approval to the

Superintendent through the office of the Assistant

Superintendent for vocational and adult education.

In practice, facilities are available to the Division

only after preparatory education needs have been

met, and only then providing the request does not

constitute a major increase.

3) The Division has not in the past participated in the

planning of new or renovated facilities regarding use

by Division programs.

78. Major Gaps

A. Limitations on facilities use have restricted program

growth, especially programs in the day time and in some

neighborhoods.

B. An inadequate policy for use by the Division of shared

facilities.
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79. Why - The school system appears to have assigned low priority

to expansion of adult education programs and seems to have

used restrictions on facilities as a way of restricing ex-

pansion.

80. Recommendations regarding facilities

A. Expansion of Divisional facilities, such as the Armstrong

Center, that are available day and evening, possibly by

providing new or renovated facilities in a building in

another part of the city. One of the Centers could house

an expanded counseling center.

B. Establishment of a school system policy that includes

participation by administrators in the adult education

division in decisions regarding calendars of scbool use,

arrangements for school use, and renovation or construc-

tion of facilities to be used by the Division.

81. Regarding materials, an excellent adult education agency:

A. Has established procedures by which the range of materials

that facilitate the achievement of educational objectives

are available to the learners, in terms of

1) appropriate library materials including books, periodi-

cals, audiovisual materials, programmed instruction,

and computer based instruction.

2) libraries open at times and locations that make them

accessable to adults.

3) appropriate textbooks and other materials that the

learner purchases, which are available at convenient

times and locations



4) accessable equipment and procedures by which teachers

of adults can prepare instructional materials.

B. Has procedures for assessing the effectiveness of materials

and for making needed modifications.

82. Regarding materials, the adult education division:

A. Has exceedingly inadequate procedures regarding instruc-

tional materials. With the exception of the Armstrong

Center library, which is open 14 hours a day, there are

no arrangements for evening use of library facilities.

Teachers make arrangements regarding text materials, and

even handle on their own the preparation of duplicated

materials, with limited Divisional support.

B. Has no procedures for assessing materials effectiveness.

83. Major Gap - Limited Divisional support of instructional

materials and library availability.

84. Why - With restricted budgetary allowances, students buying

texts, and many courses that are not book oriented, the

problem of instructional materials could sort of take care

of itself.

85. Recommendation regarding instructional materials - Increase

the Divisional budget to provide convenient access to library

resources where appropriate.

86. Regarding coordination and communication, an excellent adult

agency:

A. Has administrators who are committed to and are effective

in communicating as a way of coordinating the efforts of
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persons inside and outside of the agency, in terms of

1) increasing the structure and continuity of the

agency

2) dividing responsibilities between subunits

3) maintaining a balance in the extent of variability

in individual staff performance that is encouraged

4) encouraging persons associated with the agency to

develop loyalty to the agency and to cooperate in

ways necessary for the achievement of agency goals.

5) increasing the understanding of the role of adult

education and priority placed on effective adult

education by the central administration of the school

system.

B. Has established procedures for channeling the flow of

communication throughout the agency, school system, and

community by use of such procedures as

1) written policy statements for program administrators

and teachers

2) staff meetings

3) agency newsletter

4) requests for suggestions and proposals

5) reporting regarding attendance for budget expenditures

6) class schedules

7) news releases

87. Regarding Coordination and Communication, the adult education

division:
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A. Has emphasized coordination through communication in the

following ways:

1) few if any efforts to increase the extent to which

teachers connected with the Division view themselves

as a group with a commitment to improve the educa-

tional program.

2) too limited efforts to increase the understanding of

adult education by the central administration.

3) perhaps too separate relationships between sub-units,

especially between Federal grant programs and the

remaining programs.

B. Has used the following procedures for channeling communi-

cation:

1) monthly staff meetings for about 16-18 of the ad-

ministrative staff of the Division.

2) monthly reports from building principals and project

directors, on numbers of centers, teachers, classes,

students, counselors, aids and also notes on sig-

nificant developments.

3) printed listing of courses

88. Major Gap - Insufficient visability and identity of the adult

education division as a separate and important unit of the

school system.

89. Why - Almost every adult education agency, if it is to be

successful on a long term basis, needs to maintain two inter-

related identities. One is as a part of the total school
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that are shared. The second
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gram, staff, and facilities

is as a part of the total field

isability to system administrators,

and to community agencies and in-

it primarily concerned with the con-

the adult, part-time learner. At

e is heavily towards identification with

ducation program, with too little emphasis

on visability and identity as a separate and important

function of th

90. Recommendati

A. Reorga

more

sh

e school system.

ons regarding coordination

nize the adult education function as a somewhat

separate Bureau or Division of adult education. This

ould be accomplished in a way that maintains the present

lose and effective working relationships with the pre-

paratory programs of vocational education, while at the

same time establishing.even closer relationships with

other aspects of preparatory education that are less well

reflected in current adult education programs.

B. Because the proposed assistant superintendent for the

Division of adult education would be coordinate with the

assistant superintendent for vocational education, close

coordination would be required. A system wide adult edu-

cation liaison committee with representatives from all

relevant segments of the school system would facilitate

this. Its function would be to facilitate close working
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relationships between units and not to establish policy

for the Adult Education Division.

C. Establish for each of the major parts of the Division,

community advisory committees as a way of facilitating

communication between the Division and relevant segments

of the community.

91. Regarding financing, an excellent adult education agency:

A. Recognizes that there are multiple sources of funds that

may potentially be acquired by an adult education agency

(such as taxes, fees by participants, reimbursement by

employers) and that the sources of funds that are ac-

quired for a specific program influences the program.

B. When the learners do not pay fees, establishes procedures

by which information about the educational needs, in-

terests, and satisfactions of adults in the community is

received by the persons who make the major decisions about

budget allocations.

C. Allows persons who will administer parts of the budget to

prepare budget requests for functional program areas so

that budgetary approval can be related to program ob-

jectives and effectiveness.

D. Has financial procedures that facilitate accomplishing

the major agency objectives.

92. Regarding financing, the adult education division:

A. Has utilized primarily two sources of funds

1) school system funds augmented by Federal funds,
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primarily for vocational adult education.

2) Federal grant funds

B. Has been relatively unsuccessful in conveying to financial

decision makers, information about educational needs, in-

terests and satisfactions of adults in a way compelling

enough to produce major increases in funds from the school

system budget. Aside from the Federal grant programs, the

regular school budget of the Division has been at about

the same level in recent years with almost no increases

except for salary increments. As Divisional staff have

proposed an increase each year, they have been discouraged

from asking for more than the year before. This past year

there was a small increase related to a slight lengthening

of the number of weeks in the course schedule. Also,

there was a second small increase in District funds to

support and maintain the Federal grant program in adult

basic education.

C. Has a procedure by which the following steps are taken for

making budget requests.

1) for regular program from District funds

a. Requests from four units to the Divisional office

b. Submission of asking budget to budget officer and

and thence to Superintendent

c. Submission, as revised, as part of total school

budget to board, commissioners and Congressional

sub-committee.
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2) for Federal grant programs

a. Request from project director

b. Submission by Divisional office through Superin-

tendent and Board to the U.S. Office of Education.

93. Major Gap - The enormous constraint that the present budgetary

arrangements impose on program innovation, improvement, and

expansion.

94. Why - At present, the adults who enroll In Divisional programs

are in a position to judge the importance of the programs

(as are their families and employers to some extent). The

persons who make the major decisions regarding budget allo-

cations, however, are far removed from the benefits, and the

Division has very little systematic evidence that it can

present regarding the results of the Divisional programs. In

an adult education program in which the learners pay most of

the costs through their fees, they can show their interests

and satisfactions directly, and the resulting program tends

to reflect this. Some of this cost is typically born by em-

ployers through reimbursement plans. However, for the seg-

ments of the population towards which the Division programs

are primarily directed (Americanization, completion of high

school diploma, adult basic education, job retraining, etc.)

it is very appropriate that no fees be charged. It then

becomes necessary to convey to those who will be making

decisions regarding budget levels, detailed and compelling in-

formation regarding program performance and requirements.
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95. Recommendations regarding financing

A. Begin more systematic assessment practices within the

Division to generate data regarding adult interests

and problems, program effectiveness, and benefits to

the community.

B. Use many ways to communicate the results to many seg-

ments of the community, especially to those who will be

making major decisions about the Divisional budget, and

those with whom they associate.

C. Request an increase in the Divisional asking budget, with

special emphasis on full-time adult education adminis-

trators and counselors, and some venture capital.

96. Regarding agency assessment and feedback, an excellent adult

education agency:

A. Uses increased competence of the learner as the primary

outcome against which to assess the effectiveness of many

aspects of the agency.

B. Has established procedures related to all aspects of the

agency by which to collect information as a basis for

making judgments about effectiveness.

C. Involves the persons who must take action if the results

of assessment are to be used, in the assessment process.

D. Uses procedures to facilitate feedback to learners, teachers,

administrators and support staff, relevant results of the

assessment process.

97. Regarding agency assessment and feedback, the adult education
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division:

A. Has very little information about learner change against

which to assess agency effectiveness

B. Has used very few formal procedures to collect information

for making judgments about effectiveness

C. Has used monthly reports from building principals and

project directors and staff meetings as the primary ways

of involving staff in assessment procedures

D. Has used few procedures to facilitate feedback of assess-

ment results.

98. Major Gap - Almost non-existent procedures for agency assess-

ment.

99. Why - This is one of the most difficult aspects of adult edu-

cation administration, and requires high levels of competence

and experience.

100. Recommendations regarding agency assessment

A. Establish an interim plan for agency assessment, with the

assistance of outside consultants.

B. Include within the Divisional budget, perhaps in conjunction

with the total school system, and office of adult education

research and development that would work on a continuing

basis on projects and reporting related to agency assess-

ment, and provide consultation to teachers regarding

evaluation.
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